
 

 

ARCHANGEL ZADKIEL & LADY AMETHYST 
ARCHANGEL OF THE SEVENTH RAY: CEREMONY AND MAGIC 

RIGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD / GOD'S BLESSING 
Known As:  

 Regent Prince of Heaven 
 Regent Prince of the Choirs of the Dominions 
 Keeper of The Violet Flame 
 Keeper of the Divine Flame of Transmutation / Forgiveness  
 Keeper of the Flame of Freedom  

Divine Qualities: Freedom, Tolerance, Compassion, Mercy & 
Forgiveness 
Divine Complement: Amethystia/Holy Amethyst 

Office in Hierarchy: 
 Overlight the Seventh Ray of Ceremony & Magic  
 Guard powers of invocation 
 Develops tolerance and diplomacy 
 Inspiration for scientists, engineers, architects, actors, and performers 
 Dissolution of strife between nations and ethnic groups 
 Inspire the creative negotiation of laws, regulations, economic policies, trade/peace 

agreements  

Etheric Retreat: Temple of Purification over Cuba 

Tzadkiel & Lady Amethyst work in conjunction with St. Germain in promoting the use of the 
Violet flame. Zadkiel and Amethyst, are the Archangel and Archeia of the Violet Ray and are 
the intelligence within the Violet Flame. They guard the powers of invocation and all activity of 
the Violet Fire. Their service to life is to consume and transmute negative conditions and can 
greatly assist to dissolve painful memories, grief and sadness. As well as any dark energies 
within & without.  Zadkiel and Amethyst help us secure our individual freedom so that we, in 
turn, can free others. Call upon the flames of these Archangels for your soul’s freedom and to 
intensify the power of tolerance, compassion, mercy and forgiveness.  

Archangel Tzadkiel (or Zadkiel) is a Regent Prince of Heaven and of the choirs of the 
Dominions. His name means "Righteousness of God" or "God's Blessing". He may also be 
referred to as the Angel of Divine Justice, the Angel of the Divine Presence or the Angel of 
Invocation and prayer, bringing to us Divine Light and Harmony. His energy is integrating, 
harmonizing and balancing and he connects us to Heaven and Earth. Tzadkiel and the Lady 
Amethyst originate from the Violet Planet, the home of the sacred fire of the violet flame, 
where as High Priest and Priestess they tended and administered the violet flame - the sacred 
fire that transmutes the cause, effect, record and memory of wrongdoings or negative karma. 
The violet flame is also known as the Flame of Transmutation; the Flame of Freedom or the 
Flame of Forgiveness.  

 


